By a pair (X, A) we shall mean a space X together with a closed subset A. If a space Y has the property that for every metric pair (X, A), each map /: A->Y has a neighborhood extension, then Y is called an absolute neighborhood extensor for metric pairs (abbreviated ANE). In particular, a space is an ANR if and only if it is a metrizable ANE [2] .
Let (X, A) be a pair, and let /: A -> Y be a map. It is well known [4, p. 178] that if X, A and Y are ANR's, then the adjunction space X \J f Y is an ANR provided that it is metrizable. This result was essentially proved in successive stages by Borsuk [1] , Whitehead [7] , and Hanner [3] . Our purpose is to generalize this theorem.
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2* The main theorem* Let (F, B) be a pair. Generalizing the notion of a canonical cover [2] , we say that a collection {V a } of open subsets of 7 is a semi-canonical cover of (Y, B) if (1) \J a V a = Y -B and (2) for each be B and each neighborhood U of b there is a neighborhood W of b such that V a c U whenever V a meets W. 1 If a semi-canonical cover exists for a pair (Y,B), we call (Y, B) a semicanonical pair.
For later use, we establish the following simple property of semi- 
φ 2 is well-defined and extends /. Furthermore, φ 2 is clearly continuous except possibly at those points of A Q which are limit points of K-A λ .
To prove its continuity at these points also, we suppose ae A o is the limit of a sequence {x n } in K -A ι and show that {φ 2 (x n )} converges to φ 2 (a). For each n, choose a n e A 1 such that x n e G a% . Since {x n } converges to aeA 0 , it follows from (1) that {d(a n , A Q )} -* 0, and from (2) that d{(x n , a n )}->0. Therefore {a n } converges to α. Since {^(α Λ )} = {f(a n )} converges to /(α), we find by (3) and 2.1 that {φι(
Since {^(α; Λ )} converges to /(α), {^i(^^)} is eventually in VΊ, and by the definition of φ 29 {φ 2 (x n )} is eventually in V. Therefore φ 2 is continuous at α, and hence is continuous on K U A Q .
Since λ = 1 on the boundary (in X t ) of G, and since h maps 17x1 into B, it follows that ^2 maps the boundary (in X) of K U A o into I?. Since 1? is an ANE, it follows that φ 2 has an extension F: U -> Y for some open set U in X, and the proof is complete.
3* Applications* In order to apply Theorem 2.2, it is necessary to have on hand some semi-canonical pairs. For this purpose we establish. LEMMA 
Every metric pair (Y, B) is semi-canonical.
Proof. As in [2] , for each y e Y -B let V y be the open ε/2 ball centered at y, where ε is the distance from y to B under some fixed metric for Y. The collection {V y } is a semi-canonical cover for (F, B).
Combining 3.1 and 2.2, we obtain the following result, which was first proved in [5] :
Let (Y,B) be a metric pair such that B is a strong neighborhood deformation retract of Y. If B and Y -B are ANR's, then Y is an ANR.
Given a metric space A, let ANR(A) denote the class of all ANR's that contain A as a closed subset. Let / be a map from A into an ANR Y. Our next result (3.5) states that either the adjunction space X\J f Y is an ANE for every XeANR(A) or for no XeANR(A). Therefore, given an XeANR(A), the question of whether or not X U/ Y is an ANE depends only on the map /, and not on the choice of X.
To obtain this result from 2.2, some additional information concerning semi-canonical covers and strong neighborhood deformation retractions will be needed. The necessary facts are supplied by the following lemmas.
For any pair (X, A) and map /: A -> Y, let X + Y denote the disjoint union of X and Y, and let p: X + Y -> X \J f Y be the natural projection.
LEMMA 3.3. Let (X, A) be a pair and let f: A->Y be a map. If {Va} is a semi-canonical cover for (X + Y, A + Y), then {p(V a )} is a semi-canonical cover for (X \J f Y, p(Y)).

Proof. Since p maps X -A homeomorphically onto X \J f Yp(Y), it follows that each p(V a ) is open and \J a p{V a ) = X \J f Yp(Y). Let yep(Y) and let
From our construction it is clear that y ep(W) and that p(V a ) c J7 whenever
Since p is an identification, it is sufficient to show that W is saturated, that is, W = p-^S) for some S a X \J f Y. From our construction we have W n ^" 1 (p(ϊ r )) = P~W) Π ^(pίΓ)) = %r\U Π p(F)). Moreover, since p is one-to-one on (X + Y) -P~τ{p{Y)) it follows that Wp^ίpίF)) is saturated. Since W is the union of the saturated sets
Wf]p-\p(Y))
and W -p-\p(Y)), W itself is saturated, and the lemma is proved. 
is the desired deformation. The converse is an immediate consequence of 3.3 and 2.2.
We now obtain the main result of this section. 
It is easily verified that k is a strong deformation retraction of p(V + Y) onto p(Y), and the proof is complete.
An application of 3.5 gives a direct generalization of the BWH theorem: Proof. This result can be obtained as a consequence of 3.3 and 2.2, but it also follows quite simply from 3.5: Taking X o = A, we see that X o \J f Y is an ANR, since it is homeomorphic to Y. Therefore by 3.5, X U/ Y is an ANE.
If we take 7 in 3.5 to be a single point, we obtain
is a metric space, then either X/A is an ANE for every XeANR(A) or for no XeANR(A).
If A is a compact subset of a metric space X, then X/A is metrizable [6] , Therefore we have from 3.7 COROLLARY 3.8. If A is a compact metric space, then either XIA is an ANR for every XeANR(A) or for no XeANR(A).
We have seen that for a map /: A-+Y, the question of whether or not X U/ Y is an ANE is independent of the choice of Xe ANR(A). Our final result, which slightly generalizes 3.5, shows that this question is also independent of Y. Precisely, we have 
It follows from the equation extends /, and the lemma is proved.
We now establish the analog of 2.2.
THEOREM 4.2. Let (Y, B) be a semi-canonical pair such that B is a strong deformation retract of Y. If B is an AE and if Y -B is an ANE, then Y is an AE.
Proof. By 2.2, Y is an ANE. Since by hypothesis Y is deformable into B, Y is an AE by 4.1.
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